[Changes in excitability in the motor cortex of the dog during switching-over conditioned escape and avoidance reflexes].
Excitability of the motor cortex (projection of the foreleg), judged by the threshold of flexion reaction to its stimulation during elaboration of conditioned transswitching (CT), was studied in dogs. CT was elaborated for instrumental reflexes of escape (1-st CT variant) and avoidance (2-nd CT variant). In the 1-st variant the dog escaped from the hydrochloric acid solution, if during its administration it produced an active flexion of the foreleg in situation A and an active extension of the same leg in situation B, with a permanent action of a switch (a fan). In the 2-nd CT variant, the dog avoided the acid, if in situation A, in response to a tone of 250 Hz, it actively lifted its foreleg, and if in situation B, it actively resisted a passive lift in response to the same stimulus. In escape CT as well as in avoidance CT, there was a statistically significant difference between the thresholds of flexion reaction. The threshold was lower in situation of instrumental flexion reflex formation in comparison to the situation of extension reflex formation.